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Abstract 

In this paper the rationale and the first draft of a formal ontology for modeling narra-

tive texts are presented. Building on the semiotic and structuralist narratology, and on 

the work carried out in the late 1980s by Giuseppe Gigliozzi in Italy, the focus of my 

research are the concepts of character and of narrative world/space. This formal 

model is expressed in the OWL 2 ontology language. The main reason to adopt a 

formal modeling approach is that I consider the purely probabilistic-quantitative 

methods (now widespread in digital literary studies) inadequate. An ontology, on one 

hand provides a tool for the analysis of strictly literary texts. On the other hand 

(though beyond the scope of the present work), its formalization can also represent a 

significant contribution towards grounding the application of storytelling methods 

outside of scholarly contexts. Keywords: computational narratology; digital literary 

studies; formal ontology; character theory; distant reading; text analysis. 

 

Resumo 

Este artigo contém a justificação e um primeiro esboço de uma ontologia formal para 

a modelação de textos narrativos. Tomando como ponto de partida a narratologia 

semiótica e estruturalista, assim como o trabalho levado a cabo por Giuseppe Giglioz-

zi em Itália, no final da década de 1980, a minha investigação centra-se nos conceitos 

de personagem e de espaço/mundo narrativo. Este modelo formal é expresso através 

da linguagem de ontologia OWL 2. É adotada uma abordagem de modelação formal 

porque considero que os métodos puramente quantitativos-probabilísticos (atualmen-

te em voga nos estudos literários digitais) são inadequados. Uma ontologia proporcio-

na, por um lado, uma ferramenta de análise de textos estritamente literários. Por outro 

lado (embora isso exceda o âmbito do presente artigo), a sua formalização pode 

representar também um contributo significativo para fundamentar a aplicação de 

métodos narrativos fora de contextos académicos. Palavras-chave: narratologia 

computacional; estudos literários digitais; ontologia formal; teoria da personagem; 

leitura distante; análise textual. 

. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

n this paper I present the theoretical rationale of a research project at 

the intersection of narratology and computer science. The main project 

objective is to analyze some essential concepts of narratology, building 

on the work carried out since the late 1980s by Giuseppe Gigliozzi in Italy, 

and to model them using a formal ontology. In particular, the research 

focuses on the concepts of character and narrative world/space. This con-

I 
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ceptual analysis and the consequent formal modeling is specified according to 

the standard OWL 2 ontology language (W3C, 2012a). 

The main reason to adopt a formal modeling approach is that I consider 

the purely probabilistic-quantitative methods now widespread in digital liter-

ary studies largely inadequate. In my opinion they fail to catch the intrinsic 

intensional and semantic nature of many literary phenomena. On the con-

trary, this nature can be attained and made explicit and computable using a 

mixed human-machine approach, like that required by ontology modeling. 

The formal ontology, on one side, provides a tool for the analysis of lit-

erary texts stricto sensu. In fact, it can be used to define a formal framework to 

guide the digital annotation of literary works by individual scholars working 

on a single text, or by a community working on large corpora. The aggregate 

of structured data can then be queried and analyzed using automatic logical 

reasoners. On the other side (which is not addressed in the present work), the 

formalization can also represent a significant contribution in grounding the 

application of storytelling methods outside of scholarly contexts. 

 

 

2. Computational narratology 

The modeling of narrative artifacts with computational methods has a long 

history, rooted in the classical Artificial Intelligence studies of the 1970s 

aimed at building a computational model for natural language processing and 

knowledge representation (Minsky, 1974; Shank and Abelson 1977; Lehnert, 

1981; Van Dijk, 1977 and 1979). Later, a formal field of study, named “com-

putational narratology”, was established and became one of the subdivisions 

of the post-classical narratology (Herman, 1999).  

The purpose of computational narratology is the study of narrative from 

the point of view of computation and information processing; it focuses on 

the algorithmic processes involved in creating and interpreting narratives and 

in modeling narrative structure in terms of formal, computable representa-

tions (Mani, 2013). The field of story grammars, which stems from the tradi-

tion of formalist and structuralist narratology mixing it with concepts from 

knowledge representation and action theory, and the notions of “narrative 

action”, “time” and “event” (Meister, 2003), have traditionally been the cen-

tral theme of studies in this field. It should be noted, however, that the main 

concern of computational narratology has seldom if ever been the analysis of 

actual literary narrative texts. Its models have always been confined to a very 

high level of abstraction, or have been applied to the generation or compre-

hension of ad hoc simple examples of narrative “snippets”. 

Recently, under the pressure of the Semantic Web effort, attention has 

turned toward the use of ontological technologies (Gruber, 1993) for the 

representation of narrative structures both for the purposes of literary and 

narratological research (Zöllner-Weber, 2006 and 2007; Zöllner-Weber and 
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Witt, 2006) and, mainly, for the possible applications of automatic storytelling 

processes in training, communication and media industry contexts (Damiano 

and Lieto, 2013; Jewell, 2005). 

 

 

3. Looking back: searching for a rationale of digital literary studies 

In the continuously growing Digital Humanities community, the attraction 

for novelty often leads to the enthusiastic adoption of new methods and 

tools, without an adequate epistemological and methodological consideration. 

I believe that sometimes to make a step forward in scientific research we 

need to look back, as Victor Šklovskij suggested, at our grandparents or un-

cles, and not at our “deconstructed” and postmodernist fathers and mothers 

or elder brothers and sisters. I believe, in short, that we should have the 

consciousness of the wealth of ideas and theories that our disciplines have 

adopted in the past to deal with critical problems similar to those we are 

facing today, although equipped with a profoundly different repertoire of 

analytical tools and methods. 

This is particularly true for literary studies: the theoretical heritage of 

structural and semiotic text analysis could prove a mine of theories and 

methods, if properly re-contextualized and adapted to the formal require-

ments of computational environments. This was the perspective adopted 

between the late 1980s and early 1990s by a small group of researchers at the 

University of Rome, gathered around the leading figure of Tito Orlandi. In 

particular, it is worth mentioning the late Giuseppe Gigliozzi. 

Before the fulcrum of his activities would shift to the theory and applica-

tion of text encoding and markup languages, Gigliozzi for several years 

experimented, with the help of his students, the application of Artificial 

Intelligence technologies to the analysis of narrative texts. Although the 

strong view of AI had already faded, the methods and concepts developed in 

that area were still very popular. Moreover, it is obvious that they exercised a 

considerable attraction among a generation of scholars that had based their 

scholarship on the theoretical horizon that from Greimas and Bremond 

expands to Eco and Segre, but were also interested in “collateral” authors 

such as Van Dijk and the Group μ (Gigliozzi, 1986 and 1987). 

This early research led to the development of two Lisp applications. The 

first was SEBNET (Gigliozzi et al., 1987), an expert system capable of analyz-

ing and generating fairy tales, starting from a paradigmatic description of the 

stereotypical characters and situations and from a story grammar. The sec-

ond, SEB, was a semantic network application to analyze the relations be-

tween the characters in more complex narratives, which was applied to study 

some short stories by Luigi Pirandello (Gigliozzi and Giuliani, 1993a and 
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1993b). At the same time Gigliozzi developed a deep epistemological aware-

ness about the role of information technology in literary studies:1 

 

The computational machine – as well as the knowledge behind it – must 

be useful in two phases. The first is the moment of the theoretical foun-

dation and of the initial system design and implementation, where the 

new methods must contribute to redefining the theory and the analysis 

framework. The second is when the application of a functioning compu-

tational tool makes it possible to scrutinize large quantities of data with a 

high level of precision, and to exploit those results for a new and deeper 

theoretical reflection (Gigliozzi et al., 1987: 152) 

 

I cannot give more details here about this theoretical and experimental 

work. What I have said is enough, I believe, to give a preliminary justification 

for my position: I am convinced that to make a step forward, at least in the 

domain of text analysis (literary or not), and in particular of narrative fiction, 

it is appropriate to look back and reconsider the semiotic and structuralist 

theories of the 1970s and 1980s. The experiments at the University of Rome 

I have mentioned were pioneering in this respect. The evolution of semantic 

technologies of the past few years gives us an apparatus of computational 

methods and tools that can help to operationalize – to follow the suggestion 

of Moretti (2013) – part of that theoretical and analytical tradition, and to 

adapt it to the context of the digital turn in literary studies we are now wit-

nessing. 

The objection to this proposal is quite obvious: now that the purely 

quantitative techniques of big data analytics and distant reading appear to 

open unlimited horizons for literary studies without asking us to make the 

effort to formalize elusive concepts and processes, and to give shape and 

structure to our digital objects, why engage in a strenuous theoretical analysis 

and in a much more difficult (and, all things considered, a high-risk-of-

failure) formalization of our texts? Why venture into the risky world of on-

tologies and semantic languages when you can download thousands of texts 

from the Hathi Trust (https://www.hathitrust.org) repository and run a topic 

modeling (Underwood, 2012; Jockers, 2013) software on them, to unveil 

what was hidden and you could not see? 

                                                             
1 This and the following Italian quotes are translated by the author. Here is the origi-
nal text: “La macchina – ma anche le discipline che stanno dietro l’elaboratore – 
devono essere utili in due fasi. In un primo momento, quello dell’implementazione del 
sistema e della riflessione teorica, il nuovo ambiente di ricerca e i più freschi apporti 
devono garantire un passo ulteriore alla teoria e all’analisi. Per la seconda fase la pos-
sibilità di gestire grandi quantità di materiali con un sistema ormai in grado di funzi-
onare consentirà di sondare con estrema precisione l’oggetto della ricerca e di tornare 
con risultati non altrimenti ottenibili a un’ulteriore fase di riflessione teorica.” 

https://www.hathitrust.org/
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My answer is multi-layered. In the first place, a distant reading approach 

(at least the ingenuous one, quite different from the sophisticated and dialec-

tic position of Moretti [2013]) shows a lot of shortcomings and critical issues, 

which I have already identified elsewhere (Ciotti, 2014). I summarize briefly 

the most relevant: 

1) Data mining algorithms in general are independent from the context 

(they can be applied as indifferently to stock exchange transactions as to very 

large textual corpora). They identify similarities and recurring patterns inde-

pendently from the semantics of data. Humanities and literary data are se-

mantically contextualized. 

2) Text mining is agnostic about the granularity of the data to which it is 

applied. Texts are only sequences of n-grams, and the probabilistic rules 

adopted to calculate the relevance of a given set of n-grams are completely 

independent from the fact that the units of analysis are individually-coded 

characters, or linguistic tokens of greater extension. 

3) If a very large textual set is composed of documents spread over a 

long period of time, diachronic variation of the form and usage of the lan-

guage (both on the syntactic and semantic level) can invalidate purely-

quantitative and statistic measures. 

4) Data in literary studies do not precede formal modeling; on the con-

trary, they are the product of modeling. It is very dubious to assume inno-

cently a data set as the starting point of a meaningful analysis. 

5) Meaning in literary texts is multi-layered, and some layers do not have 

direct lexicalization or they have a very complex and dispersed one (think 

about aspects of a narrative text at a different abstraction level like anaphora, 

themes, plot and fabula). Purely quantitative analyses apply only to textual 

degré zéro, on which the secondary modeling systems of literature builds their 

significance. 

6) Texts (especially literary texts) are essentially intentional objects (Den-

nett, 1990): the meaning of a word, the usage of a metaphor, the choice of a 

metric or rhythmic solution in a poetic text are determined by the attribution 

of sense and meaning by the author and by the reader. Intentional phenom-

ena do not follow regular patterns and are hardly (if ever) detectable by statis-

tical methods. 

This last point is in fact the real core of my argumentation, since it 

epitomizes a fact that most readers, and among them most literary scholars, 

firmly believe: the interpretation of texts is an intentional process, and is 

intrinsically based on the production and application of a set of intentional 

notions and terms (e.g. character, influence, point of view, authorship, and 

agency) to explain what the text means and how it means. Semiotic and struc-

tural criticism has adopted towards these concepts the same stance as cogni-

tive functionalism towards common mental notions: it has tried to explain or 

to translate them into formal concepts, like fabula and plot, actant, narrative 
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function, isotopy, or focalization. These technical terms, though, preserve the 

intentional nature of text and interpretation.  

This is why I believe that the convergence between semiotic and struc-

turalist theories of literary text and current ontology and semantic driven 

methods represents a big chance for the future development of Digital Liter-

ary Studies. I do not mean to underestimate the utility and efficacy of massive 

quantitative methods in general. Under certain circumstances they are invalu-

able tools for tracing the shape of broader or long-term phenomena. My 

critical observation refers to the attempts to apply those methods to the 

analysis of small textual sets or even individual works. A task, which we, as 

literary critics, should not give up. 

 

 

4. The role of formal ontology in Digital Humanities 

In this overall picture, I want to stress the centrality of formal ontologies and 

ontology-building as a theoretical and methodological instrument for literary 

sciences. The term “ontology” has been imported from classic and medieval 

metaphysics to the knowledge representation domain of Artificial Intelligence 

since the 1980s, but its spreading is due to the ambitious vision of the 

Semantic Web set forth by Tim Berners-Lee in the late 1990s (Berners-Lee, 

Hendler and Lassila, 2001). He proposed that the information resources on 

the Web should be associated with a set of semantic metadata, so that their 

intended semantics could be accessed and processed by software agents. 

The Semantic Web initiative has developed a full framework of lan-

guages and data models. The most basic one is Resource Description 

Framework (RDF), a data model that allows for the expression of simple 

“subject – predicate – object” statements, without making any commitment 

to the semantic of those statements. That role is reserved to the formal on-

tology level (Antoniou and Van Harmelen, 2008), where it is possible to give 

a formalized conceptual description of the field of discourse: 

 

In the context of computer and information sciences, an ontology 

defines a set of representational primitives with which to model a do-

main of knowledge or discourse. The representational primitives are 

typically classes (or sets), attributes (or properties), and relationships (or 

relations among class members). The definitions of the representational 

primitives include information about their meaning and constraints on 

their logically consistent application (Gruber, 2009) 

 

The general vision of the Semantic Web has failed for many technical 

and social reasons. Nonetheless, semantically-oriented methods and tech-

nologies have had successful applications in many restricted and controlled 

domains and are the basis of the Linked Data architecture that makes it pos-
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sible to share, access and interconnect rich structured data sets on the Web 

(Heath and Bizer, 2011). 

One of the main technical benefits of formal ontologies is that they per-

mit the application of computational inference and reasoning tools to express 

explanation and make predictions. Their foundation in description logic has 

made possible the development of efficient inference engines that can help to 

unveil unforeseen relationships between the concepts and objects inside the 

model. Moreover Semantic Web ontological formalisms, like RDF-S and 

OWL, provide methods to share, compose and eventually merge different 

ontologies, taking advantage of the relevant modeling and formalization 

efforts conducted in adjacent research fields. 

Still more relevant in our context is the fact that they have proved to be a 

very powerful formal modeling tool. Given the centrality of the practice of 

modeling in Digital Humanities research, the application of ontologies in the 

context of digital textual scholarship has a deep methodological and theoreti-

cal significance. The creation of formal models based on an explicit concep-

tualization grants that all the critical discourses and analyses are firmly 

grounded in a common “setting” of the domain. This is not only a way for 

ensuring an already-existent knowledge exchange, but first and foremost a 

way to build new knowledge, since it asks us to make explicit the tacit knowl-

edge which is a major part of literary critical work. If we want to use comput-

ing, we need to reduce the implicit and formalize, with the consciousness that 

formal modeling is inside the hermeneutic process and that we are expected to 

modify and adapt it, ad infinitum. 

 

 

5. An ontology for narrative characters 

According to the theoretical context outlined above, the theoretical founda-

tions of this project are deeply rooted in some important concepts developed 

by classical and post-classical narratology. In particular, I focus on two main 

aspects of narrative texts which have remained at the margins of computa-

tional narratology in the past two decades (which, as I said, are geared mainly 

towards the computational formalization of story-grammars): 

1) The notion of character and of actor/actant following the different 

level of abstraction proposed in the early works of Greimas (1966). 

2) The notion of narrative/fictional world/space, following the idea of 

“narrative semiotic space” by Lotman (1972) and the theories of possible 

fictional worlds (Dolez  el, 1998; Eco, 1979; Ryan 1991). 

My intention is to develop a formal ontology of these concepts, starting 

from the work carried out since the early 1980s by Gigliozzi and his collabo-

rators. In that work we can find an analysis of the formal structure of the 

character in the novel and in the short story and some attempts to develop a 

computational model of the story formalized in the Lisp programming lan-
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guage. That analysis draws on a notion we can find in Umberto Eco’s theory 

of narrative text: 

 

Thus Little Red Riding Hood, within the framework of the story that 

creates her, is a mere spatiotemporal meeting of physical qualities, rela-

tions with other characters, actions performed, or passions suffered 

(Eco, 1979: 221) 

 

The character, from this point of view, can be described as a representa-

tional device consisting of a set of properties. To be more precise it is a 

frame-like semantic structure, as defined by Marvin Misnky (1974), com-

posed of slots whose values describe its static and dynamic features. Some of 

those features are the result of a hyper-codification process (Eco, 1974: 214) 

determined by the intertextual tradition and by the genre; other are contex-

tual or even idiolectal, as Gigliozzi points out:2 

 

The Character has to be seen, therefore, as a complex unity exploded in 

its constituent parts. 

For each character we draw up a list of traits functional to the diegetiza-

tion [diegesizzazione] of its role in the universe of discourse. 

The List includes traits defining the qualities and traits that represent the 

world of actions. Both traits can be: hypercodified or variable (contex-

tual). [...] 

Given some particular traits, the series of acts that can be attributed to 

the character must confirm their own isotopy, that is their semantic 

compatibility (91: 57-58) 

 

The following example epitomizes the structure of the features list de-

scribing a stereotypical character (the values are mere examples): 
 

character/role: Prince 

hypercodified qualitative features: handsome, rich 

variable qualitative features: courageous, generous 

hyper-codified action features: search, fight 

derived action features: defend, save, offer, donate  

object: sword 

place: castle, forest 

event: fight with dragon 

                                                             
2 Orig.: “Il Personaggio è visto, quindi, come un’unità complessa che viene esplosa nei 
suoi costituenti. Per ogni personaggio viene stilata una Lista di marche funzionali alla 
diegesizzazione del ruolo che quel personaggio, nell’universo del dicibile, rappresenta.  
La Lista comprende marche che definiscono la qualità e marche che rappresentano il 
mondo delle azioni. Entrambe le marche possono essere: ipercodificate e “variabili” 
(o contestuali). […]Date certe marche, la serie degli atti attribuibili all'individuo deve 
confermare la loro isotopia, intesa come criterio di compatibilità semica.” 
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This paradigmatic structure is projected onto the syntagmatic axis of the 

discourse as an isotopy. We remember that for Greimas two or more ele-

ments build an isotopy when they are semantically homogeneous, that is, 

when they are on the same semantic level. The character is then manifested at 

the discourse level as a sequence of isotopic features that represents it, de-

scribes it and determines it. Its acts will be, therefore, the actualization of the 

potential contained in those features. 

Another contribution to the structure of our ontology of fictional char-

acter is the well-known re-factorization of the notion of narrative function 

(introduced by Propp 1968 and then adopted by many classical narratology 

scholars in the 1960s and 1970s) proposed by Greimas:3 

 

La réinterprétation linguistique des dramatis personae que nous avons 

proposé à partir de la description proppienne du conte merveilleux russe 

a cherché à établir, en premier lieu, une distinction entre les actants rele-

vant d’une syntaxe narrative et les acteurs reconnaissables dans les dis-

cours particulier où ils se trouvent pertinente (1983: 49) 

 

Greimas in his theory has defined six actantial roles in his well-known 

model: 

 

Sender  Object  Receiver 

 ↑  

Helper  Subject  Opponent 

 

It is important to note that an actor (that is a character in the traditional 

sense of the word), can instantiate several actants and conversely one actan-

tial role can be instantiated by many actors. Moreover an actantial role can be 

played not only by anthropomorphic characters, but also by strictly inanimate 

concrete objects (not able to make any action), or abstract objects. 

If the actant is an abstraction of the concept of character/actor, in com-

plex narratives one character can generate multiple personifications or roles, 

with different sets of semantic traits (different character frames) that in turn 

are actualized by different isotopies at the syntagmatic level. In general, we 

can say that the characters in novels are always multi-isotopic, although this 

aspect is quite typical of modern and postmodern literature: think of some 

                                                             
3 English translation: “The linguistic reinterpretation of the dramatis personae that we 
proposed starting from the proppian description of Russian fairy tale sought to estab-
lish first of all a distinction between the actants, which belong to a narrative syntax, 
and the actors, recognizable in the particular speeches where they are manifested.” 
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epitomizing cases of complex and even multiple personalities characters like 

Raskol’nikov, Mattia Pascal or, taken to an extreme, Leopold Bloom. 

 

 

6. First draft of the character ontology 

At the moment the formalization is still a working draft (many details of the 

structure and of the names of classes and properties are to be refined), and it 

is limited to character ontology. The formalism adopted is the OWL 2 EL 

Profile (W3C, 2012b). The rationale of this choice is both technical and 

methodological. First, the inference algorithms for the semantic of OWL 2 

EL are tractable in polynomial time, even if this subset is satisfactorily ex-

pressive. Second, this OWL subset is based on a family of the so-called de-

scription logics (namely EL-DL; Cfr. Baader, Brandt and Lutz, 2005). In de-

scription logics the concepts and their relationships are collected in a TBox 

(terminological knowledge box) that represents the abstract schema or taxon-

omy of the modeled domain. The factual knowledge about the instances or 

the individuals is known as the ABox (assertions box). This neat separation 

reflects our need to define a general ontological model of narrative phenom-

ena and (eventually) use it to describe actual narrative works. 

In the ontology there are classes for actantial roles, for the concept of 

actor/character (which can be subdivided into roles) and for six types of 

features: object, quality, event, action, actor, place. These classes are subdi-

vided into subclasses to distinguish between physical and mental acts, quali-

ties, objects and so on. The assignment of a quality to an individual character 

is provided by five properties that relates the class of actors and the classes of 

the features. All the properties have zero or more cardinality (which is the 

default in OWL) and are asymmetric. Their domain is always the Actor class, 

while their ranges are the class of the respective type of feature. The image in 

figure 1 gives an overall view of the structure of the ontology. 

I have already mentioned some of the overall advantages of the adoption 

of formal ontologies in digital literary studies. Considering the more re-

stricted domain of narrative studies, our computational formalization, once 

finalized, can achieve various scientific objectives. In the first place, it is an 

attempt to draw a clear theoretical account of some key concepts of narratol-

ogy and literary theory. In the second place it provides an operational version 

of those concepts that can be used in computational analysis of literary narra-

tive. For instance, our OWL ontology with the addition of some rule-based 

clauses (W3C, 2013) can be used to explore systematically the potential rela-

tionships between the set of characters in a novel based on their properties: 

in a sense this would produce a (partial) account of the narrative possible 

“inferential walks” licensed by the text (Eco, 1979: 31). 
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Another area of application of a narrative ontology is the semantic anno-

tation of textual corpora. In this case the advantage is reciprocal: on the one 

hand, the annotation process can be guided and focused by way of the ontol-

ogy, limiting the risks of divergent or irrelevant contributions, especially in a 

crowd-sourcing context. Furthermore, this semantic enrichment, based on 

dedicated reference ontology, allows the execution of complex queries and 

semantic analyses using automatic-reasoning tools.  

On the other hand using an ontology to annotate texts requires finding 

the actual textual correlatives of the abstract and theoretical notions formalized 

in the ontology; this limits the risk of having purely speculative conceptual 

frameworks that do not cope with the reality of textual traditions. I believe 

that the availability of these kinds of formal models and frameworks can 

bring many relevant advances in the study of literary phenomena as well as in 

the didactics of literature. 

 

 

7. Conclusions and next steps 

The project I have theoretically described and the first draft of the ontology 

are of course only the provisional result of our research program, and I must 

say that there are still many open problems at the ontological modeling levels 

and at the technical implementation levels. 

The first and foremost theoretical development is the definition of the 

fictional space ontology and of its relation with that of characters. There is a 

deep relation between the notion of character and that of narrative space. 

According to Lotman (1972) each character is defined by the narrative space 

to which it is bounded, and the hero is the only character that can move 

between different narrative spaces. 

Although the work on this aspect of our ontology has yet to start, the 

concept of narrative space can be formalized using the notion of fictional 

possible worlds, whose definition is given by Eco: 

 

a possible world is a possible state of affairs expressed by a set of relevant 

propositions where for every proposition either p or p; 

as such it outlines a set of possible individuals along with their properties; 

since some of these properties or predicates are actions, a possible world 

is also a possible course of events; 

since this course of events is not actual, it must depend on the proposi-

tional attitudes of somebody; in other words, possible worlds are worlds 

imagined, believed, wished, and so on. (1979: 219)  

 

A further development I can envision is the definition of a set of primi-

tive abstract action types revisiting the conceptual dependency theory pro-

posed by Roger Shank (1975); this is a very complex and controversial issue, 
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but I think that most of the critical points that were raised by Shank’s pro-

posal can be undermined if they are conceived primarily as taxonomical 

meta-categories and not as cognitive primitives. 

A further step is the comparison with other relevant ontologies in the 

field and when possible the mapping with them for inter-operability. The first 

candidates are the ontology developed by Zöllner-Weber’s (Noctua literaria 

ontology, http://www.figurenontologie.de) which is very similar in scope and 

aims (the analysis of literary works), but not in the structure (although there 

are some areas of overlapping). Then we can take into consideration more 

“industrial-oriented” ontologies like Ontomedia (http://www.contextus.net/), 

or “high-level” ontologies for cultural artifacts like CIDOC-CRM 

(http://www.cidoc-crm.org). A further development in this area is the possi-

bility to link our domain-specific ontology with one or more foundational 

ontologies, although the feasibility and the advantage of this connection is 

questionable. 

It is particularly relevant to publish the ontology and the data sets as 

Linked Data to link them to already existing datasets with similar or partially 

overlapping information in the Cultural Heritage LOD cloud. 

Finally, the applications of a formal ontology of narrative are not limited 

to literary studies. In these years, the attention towards storytelling has also 

increased in social sciences, media and game studies, enterprise communica-

tion. My modeling effort can find relevant intersections and applications 

inside these domains too. I believe in fact that a model of storytelling based 

on a rich description of fictional characters and worlds can be more effective 

than those limited to action theory and story grammars formalization. 
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